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A SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE PROOF

OF AN ANALOGUE OF THE CORONA THEOREM

MICHAEL VON RENTELN

Abstract. We present a simple and constructive proof (i.e. a proof without using

Gelfand theory) of an analogue of the Corona theorem for the Wiener algebras W

and W * of absolutely convergent Fourier and Taylor series respectively, also the

disc algebra A{D) and the subalgebras /I "(D) of functions whose nth derivatives

extend continuously to D = {z: \z\ < 1}.

Let D denote the open unit disc in the complex plane, T its boundary and D its

closure. We consider the following algebras,

(i) The Wiener algebra

rV=\f(z)=+f a„zn:+^\a„\<œ),       z E T,
( -OO -CO J

of absolutely convergent Fourier series with the norm ||/|| = 2^|a„|.

(ii) The subalgebra

W+ = i/« = l^n: 2kl<«>],       ¿e¿T,
loo J

of absolutely convergent Taylor series with the norm ||/|| = 2£°|a„|.

(iii) The disc algebra

A(D) = {/: D -» C: /is analytic on D and extends continuously to D }

with the norm ¡\f\\x = sup{|/(z)|: z E £>}.

(iv) The subalgebras

A "(D) = {/ £ A(D):f-n) extends continuously to D },

«EN, with the norm ||/||„ = m^Wf^W^ : 0 < k < n), where/(0> = /.

The algebras (i)-(iv) are complex commutative Banach algebras (with the usual

pointwise algebraic operations and the norms given above) having an identity

element. Therefore one can apply Gelfand theory to produce an elegant (but

nonconstructive) proof of the following theorem, which is an analogue of the

Corona theorem.

Theorem. Let I be the ideal generated by the functions /,, . . . ,fN G A, where A is

one of the Banach algebras above. Then I = A if and only if the functions /,,..., fN

have no common zero in D (or T if A = W).
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The aim of this note is to present a constructive proof, i.e. a proof without using

Gelfand's theory of maximal ideals, Zorn's Lemma, etc., and which is more general

and considerably simpler than the existing constructive proofs in the literature.

Also our proof is self-contained. In the case of the disc algebra A(D) there are two

different proofs given by L. Carleson [1] and P. J. Cohen [2], Neither of them is

particularly simple. Carleson's proof is based on the representation of the continu-

ous linear functionals on A(D) and on the theorem of F. and M. Riesz on analytic

measures, whereas Cohen's proof is a careful and detailed translation of the

abstract proof. In the cases of the Wiener algebras W and W+ we know of

constructive proofs only when N = I. A simple proof for W was given by D. J.

Newman [5] and, recently, for W+ by J. Spilker [6]. We note that the case ^V = 1 is

the original theorem of Wiener on the inversion of absolutely convergent Fourier

(Taylor) series.

We will now give a proof of the theorem for the Wiener algebra W+. The

conesponding proofs for the other algebras differ only slightly by being somewhat

simpler. In a remark at the end of this note we indicate the differences.

The idea behind the proof is quite simple and natural. We want to produce an

element in the ideal / which is invertible. In the case of the algebra W one may

take simply 2f_, //, because the complex conjugates / of the functions /■ E W

belong also to W. For the other algebras A this is not true. Therefore we shall try to

find for the / substitutes Q, with Q¡ £ A. This can be done in such a way that the

resulting function 2f_, £?,/ is almost invertible, i.e. after dividing by a finite

Blaschke product the function is invertible in the algebra A without leaving the

ideal /.

Proof of the Theorem. Let A = W+. We note that |/(z)| < ||/|| for/ E W+

and z E D. Since the condition is obviously necessary we assume that/,, . . . ,fN

have no common zero in D. Then

N

(1) 2l/5(*)|2>2*       (2 ED)
i = i

holds for some constant 8 > 0. Let C = 2^L 1||^-||00- Since the ideal / has a finite

number of generators

/,(*) =   2   «nt*' (i=h-..,N)
n=0

there exists a positive integer K such that

2 |am| < 8/C   for every i = \, . . ., N.
n>K

Let P¡ be the ÄTth partial sum of/, i.e.

n = 0

For the complex conjugates/, P¡ of the functions/, P¡ we estimate

|(/ - ¿>)o)| =|(/. - j»x*)| < \\J, - pa = 2 kl < »/c
n>K
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for z £ D and all i = 1, . . . , N. After multiplication with /. and summation we

obtain

N

.2
«-1 *- i-l

From this it follows that

N

2 \Uifi - *ísx*>i < 4 2 m*y\ < «   (*e *> )•

2 l/,(*)|2i-i
2 (PJM*)/-i

< ô     (zed).

Using (1) we obtain

1-1

2 {pj){z) >8       (z£i>).

1

Let us define functions

Ô,W=  2   dnizK-n       (, = 1,..., TV).
n=0

We note that the Q¡ are polynomials in z, in particular, Q¡ E Jf + . For z E 7" we

have z = 1/z and therefore <2,(z) = z*^,(z)- From (2) it follows that

(3) 2 (&/,)(*)>8      (z £ r).

The function/ = S^l, 0¡/ is an element of the ideal I and (3) implies that/has no

zero on T. Therefore/(z) = 2"_0 anz" has only a finite number of zeros in D. Let

z0 be such a zero. We first show that

(4) g{z) = A*)
z — z,

= 2   c„z" E W+.
"0        „ = 0

A short computation yields c„ = P„(z0)/-Zq + x, where P„(z) is the «th partial sum

of/. Since/(z0) = 0 we obtain Pn(z0) = -(an+,zu,+1 + an+2z£+2 + . . .); thus

For the first coefficients we get

\c0\      <     \ax\      +     \a2\ \z0\     + M kol2

kil     <     N     +     M W     +     1*4, lzol2     +

kl kol kl kol2

Since the series occurring in the rows and columns are absolutely convergent

(because/ E W+ and |z0| < 1) we can take the sum for each column. Observing

that

Kl+k+il+K«i+--- < 2k|-||/||<«
k = 0
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for each n £ N we obtain

M-   ï\cn\<Tï4-l<^
n-0 '        \Z0\

We show, moreover, that g & I. By hypothesis (1) there exists one of the

generators of /, w.l.o.g. take/,, such that/,(z0) ^ 0. Let

Ä(z)=[/1(z)-/,(z0)]/(z-z0).

We note that A £ W+ by the same argument as above. The identity f\(zo)g(z) =

fx(z)g(z) - f(z)h(z) now yields g G I.

Continuing this procedure of dividing out the finitely many zeros of/we obtain

a function F £ I with no zeros in D. Using the same constructive argument of

Spilker [6] we see that F is invertible in W + ; thus I = W+.

Remarks. 1. The case A = W is much simpler. As previously mentioned,

/ = 2f_, // E W is, by hypothesis, b.a.f.z. in D; hence one can use the construc-

tive argument of D. J. Newman [5] to show that/ is invertible in W.

2. In the case of the algebras A(D), A"(D) one has to note that in general the

partial sums of the Taylor series of a function/do not converge to/. Therefore the

definition of P¡ in the proof has to be modified. Since the function fr(z) = f(rz)

converges to/for r -» 1, one may take for the P¡ appropriate partial sums of f(rz).

(4) in this case is trivial.

3. Let/ E W+. If B is a finite Blaschke product with zeros z,, . . . , zm (repeated

according to multiplicity) and//I? is analytic in D, then our proof shows f/B E

W + and

fí    1 + kçj
11      1  - \z   I

4. There are a number of other less well-known algebras in the literature in which

our proof works; for example, in the small Lipschitz algebras of analytic functions

(see [3] and [4]),

Xa:= [f&A(D):   lim(l - \z\f~a\f'(z)\ = o},       0 < a < 1,

with the norm

11/11« = ll/IL + sup{(l - kin/'WI: * £ D).
5. In our arguments in the proof it was not essential that the algebras are

complete or complex, etc., therefore our proof can be used in more general

situations.
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